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Abstract
Sea clutter refers to the radar returns from a patch of ocean surface. Accurate modeling of sea
clutter and robust detection of low observable targets within sea clutter are important problems
in remote sensing and radar signal processing applications. Due to lack of fundamental understanding of the nature of sea clutter, however, no simple and eﬀective methods for detecting
targets within sea clutter have been proposed. To help solve this important problem, we apply
three types of fractal scaling analyses, ﬂuctuation analysis (FA), detrended ﬂuctuation analysis
(DFA), and the wavelet-based fractal scaling analysis to study sea clutter. Our analyses show
that sea clutter data exhibit fractal behaviors in the time scale range of about 0.01 seconds to a
few seconds. The physical signiﬁcance of these time scales is discussed. We emphasize that time
scales characterizing fractal scaling break are among the most important features for detecting
patterns using fractal theory. By systematically studying 392 sea clutter time series measured
under various sea and weather conditions, we ﬁnd very eﬀective methods for detecting targets
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within sea clutter. Based on the data available to us, the accuracy of these methods is close to
100%.
Keywords: Fractal; Pattern Recognition; Sea Clutter; Target Detection.

1. INTRODUCTION
Sea clutter is the backscattered returns from a patch
of the sea surface illuminated by a radar pulse.
Accurate modeling of sea clutter and robust detection of low observable targets within sea clutter are
important problems in remote sensing and radar
signal processing applications, for a number of reasons: (i) identifying objects within sea clutter such
as submarine periscopes, low-ﬂying aircrafts, and
missiles can greatly improve coastal and national
security; (ii) identifying small marine vessels, navigation buoys, small pieces of ice, patches of spilled
oil, etc. can signiﬁcantly reduce the threat to the
safety of ship navigation; and (iii) monitoring and
policing of illegal ﬁshing is an important activity
in environmental monitoring. Since sea clutter is
a type of electromagnetic wave, sea clutter study
may also help understand fading and non-Gaussian
noise in wireless communications, so that wireless
communication channel characterization and signal
detection can be greatly improved.
Due to massive reﬂection of radar pulses from
wavy or even turbulent ocean surfaces, sea clutter is often highly non-Gaussian,1–8 even spiky,9
especially in heavy sea conditions. Hence, sea clutter modeling is a very diﬃcult problem, and a
lot of eﬀort has been made to study sea clutter.
Traditionally, sea clutter is often studied in terms
of certain simple statistical features, such as the
marginal probability density function (pdf). The
non-Gaussian feature of sea clutter has motivated
researchers to employ Weibull,1 log-normal,2–4
K,5–7,10 and compound-Gaussian8 distributions to
model sea clutter. However, such simple phenomenological modeling of sea clutter only oﬀers
limited analytical or physical understanding.
To gain deeper understanding of the nature of sea
clutter, the concept of fractal has been employed for
the modeling of the roughness of sea surface and
investigation of scattering from rough surface.11–13
Possible chaotic behavior of sea clutter has also
been studied.14–21
Since the ultimate goal of sea clutter study is
to improve detection of targets embedded within

clutters, a lot of eﬀort has been made to design innovative methods for target detection within sea clutter. Notable methods include time-frequency analysis techniques,22 wavelet-based approaches,23 neural
network-based approaches,24–26 and wavelet-neural
net combined approaches,27 as well as utilizing the
concept of fractal dimension28 and fractal error,29,30
and multifractal analysis.31,32 Note that most of
the above works were based on the analysis of
radar images. To improve detection accuracy, some
researchers resort to higher resolution more powerful millimeter wave radars.33 The status of the ﬁeld
clearly indicates that one needs to adopt a systematic approach, work on a large number of datasets
measured under various sea and weather conditions,
and design a few readily computable parameters
that can accurately and easily detect targets within
sea clutter.
In this paper, we employ methods from random
fractal theory to study sea clutter. Speciﬁcally, we
apply three types of fractal scaling analyses, ﬂuctuation analysis (FA), detrended ﬂuctuation analysis (DFA), and the wavelet-based fractal scaling
analysis to analyze three types of data, the measured sea clutter amplitude data u(n), the data
v(n) obtained by integrating u(n), and the data
w(n) obtained by diﬀerencing u(n). These analyses
show that sea clutter data exhibit fractal behaviors
in the time scale range of about 0.01 seconds to
a few seconds. By systematically studying 392 sea
clutter time series measured under various sea and
weather conditions, we ﬁnd very eﬀective methods
for detecting targets within sea clutter by applying
FA to u(n), DFA to both u(n) and v(n), and the
wavelet-based approach to all three types of data.
Based on the available data, the accuracy of these
detectors is found to be close to 100%.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we brieﬂy describe the sea clutter
data. In Sec. 3, we introduce the three types of
fractal scaling analyses, FA, DFA and the waveletbased fractal scaling analysis. In Sec. 4, we apply
the three types of fractal scaling analyses to analyze
the three types of data mentioned above, and make
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careful comparisons among the three types of analyses. Finally, some concluding remarks are made in
Sec. 5.

Fourteen sea clutter datasets were obtained from
a website maintained by Professor Simon Haykin:
http://soma.ece.mcmaster.ca/ipix/dartmouth/datasets.html. The measurement was made using the
McMaster IPIX radar at the east coast of Canada,
from a cliﬀtop near Dartmouth, Nova Scotia. The
operating (or carrier) frequency of the radar was
9.39 GHz (and hence a wavelength of about 3 cm).
The grazing angle varied from less than 10 to a few
degrees. The wave height in the ocean varied from
0.8 m to 3.8 m (with peak height up to 5.5 m). The
wind conditions varied from still to 60 km/hr (with
gusts up to 90 km/hr). Data of two polarizations,
HH (horizontal transmission, horizontal reception)
and VV (vertical transmission, vertical reception),
were analyzed here. Each dataset contains 14 spatial range bins of HH as well as 14 range bins of VV
datasets. Therefore, there are a total of 392 sea clutter time series. A few of the range bins hit a target,
which was made of a spherical block of styrofoam
of diameter 1 m, wrapped with wire mesh. This is a
very small target, more diﬃcult to detect than, say,
a ship. Usually, the range bin where the target is
strongest is labeled as primary target bin, and the
neighboring range bins where the target may also
be visible labeled as secondary target bins. However, due to the drift of the target, it is possible that
the target in a primary range bin may not be the
strongest and some secondary target bins may not
hit the target at all. Each range bin data contains
217 complex numbers, with a sampling frequency of
1000 Hz. We analyze the amplitude data. Figure 1
shows two examples of the sea clutter amplitude
data without and with target. Note that similar
signals have been observed in many diﬀerent ﬁelds.
Therefore, the analysis used in this paper may also
be applicable to those ﬁelds.

3. FRACTAL SCALING
ANALYSIS
In this section, we describe one of the prototypical models for random fractals — the fractional
Brownian motion (fBm) model, then present the
three types of fractal scaling analyses.
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Fig. 1 Examples of the sea clutter amplitude data (a) without and (b) with target.

3.1. Fractional Brownian
Motion (fBm)
FBm BH (t) is a Gaussian process with mean 0,
stationary increments, variance
E[(BH (t))2 ] = t2H

(1)

and covariance:
1
E[BH (s)BH (t)] = {s2H + t2H − |s − t|2H } (2)
2
where H is the Hurst parameter. The increment
process of fBm, Xi = BH (i + 1) − BH (i), i ≥ 1,
is called fractional Gaussian noise (fGn) process.
It is a zero mean, stationary Gaussian time series.
Noting that
E(Xi Xi+k ) = E{[BH (i + 1) − BH (i)]
× [BH (i + 1 + k) − BH (i + k)]},
by Eq. (2), one can easily obtain the autocovariance
function γ(k) for the fGn process:
1
γ(k) = {(k+1)2H −2k2H +|k−1|2H },
2

k ≥ 0 (3)
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hence,
γ(k) ∼ k2H−2

as k → ∞,

(4)

when H = 1/2, the process is called memoryless or
short range dependent, the most well-known example being white Gaussian noise and its integration
being the standard Brownian motion process. When
0 < H < 1/2, we have negatively correlated increments; a jump up is more likely followed by a jump
down and vice versa. When referring to fBm, this
is called “anti-persistence” by Mandelbrot.34 For
1/2 < H < 1, we have positively correlated increments. This means that a jump tends to be followed
by another jump in the same direction. In fBm, this
is called “persistence.”34 Such processes have long
memory properties.
By the Wiener-Khinchin theorem, one ﬁnds that
the power spectral density (PSD) for the fGn process follows a power-law,
EX (f ) ∼ 1/f 2H−1 .

(5)

Furthermore, the PSD for the fBm BH (t) time series
is of the form
EBH (t) (f ) ∼ 1/f

2H+1

.

(6)

The processes under study are thus often called
1/f α noise. Such type of noise is very ubiquitous.
For classic examples, we refer to Refs. 35 to 37. More
recently, it has been found that network traﬃc,38–40
DNA sequence,41–43 human cognition,44 ambiguous visual perception,45 coordination,46 posture,47
dynamic images,48,49 the distribution of prime
numbers,50 etc. all belong to such type of stochastic
processes. It is further observed that principle component analysis of such processes leads to power-law
decaying eigenvalue spectrum.51
For a general random-walk-type 1/f α process (i.e. not necessarily Gaussian process) with
1 < α < 3, it can be proven that52,53
α = 2H + 1.

(7)

We shall see later that Eq. (7) may hold for a wider
range of α or H, depending on which method is
employed to analyze a dataset. However, when H
does not belong to the unit interval, then one cannot
say the process to have persistent or anti-persistent
correlations.
Note that while in principle Eq. (5) or (6) may
be used to estimate the Hurst parameter, when the
power-law-like PSD is only valid for a limited frequency range, it may be diﬃcult to determine a
suitable region to deﬁne the power-law scaling by

this approach. This point will be made more concrete later.

3.2. Fluctuation Analysis (FA)
FA characterizes the second order statistic — the
correlation, in a time series. It works as follows.
We consider a covariance stationary stochastic process X = {X(i), i = 1, 2, . . .}. A stochastic process is covariance stationary if it has constant mean
µ = E[X(i)], ﬁnite variance σ 2 = E[(X(i) − µ)2 ],
and covariance E[(X(i) − µ)(X(i + k) − µ)] that
depends only on k. We ﬁrst subtract the mean µ
from the time series. Denote the new time series as
x = {x(i), i = 1, 2, . . .}, where
x(i) = X(i) − µ.
Then we form the partial summation of x to construct a new time series y = {y(n), n = 1, 2, . . .},
where
n

x(i).
(8)
y(n) =
i=1

Often, y is called a “random walk” process of x,
while x an “increment” process. One then examines
whether the following scaling laws hold or not,

(9)
F (m) = |y(n + m) − y(n)|2  ∼ mH ,
where the average · is taken over all possible pairs
of (y(n + m), y(n)). The parameter H is called the
Hurst parameter. When the scaling law described
by Eq. (9) holds, the process under investigation is
said to be a fractal process.

3.3. Detrended Fluctuation Analysis
(DFA)
When a measured dataset contains some trends
(say, linear), it is advantageous to employ DFA54,55
instead of FA. Since a lot of ocean waves of diﬀerent
wavelength contribute to the complexity of sea clutter, it is desirable to examine whether DFA may give
additional information on the nature of sea clutter.
When applying DFA, one works on a random-walktype process, as described by Eq. (8). It involves
the following steps. First one divides the time series
into N/m non-overlapping segments (where the
notation x denotes the largest integer that is not
greater than x), each containing m points; then one
calculates the local trend in each segment to be the
ordinate of a linear least-squares ﬁt for the random
walk in that segment, and computes the “detrended
walk,” denoted by ym (n), as the diﬀerence between
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the original walk y(n) and the local trend; ﬁnally,
one examines if the following scaling behavior (i.e.
fractal property) holds or not:


 m
 
|ym (n)|2 ∼ mH
(10)
Fd (m) = 

(2) The signal approximation SAj and the signal
detail SD j at the jth resolution level are computed as

ax (j, k)φj,k (n)
SAj =
k

n=1

SD j =

where the angle brackets denote ensemble average of
all the segments. For ideal fractal processes, FA and
DFA yield equivalent results.52 In practice, when
the data under study contains certain trends or is
non-stationary, DFA often works more reliably.

3.4. Wavelet-Based Fractal Scaling
Analysis
The wavelet-based fractal scaling analysis is based
on the coeﬃcients of a discrete wavelet decomposition. It involves a scaling function φ0 and a mother
wavelet ψ0 . The scaling function satisﬁes
 ∞
φ0 (n)dn = 1.
−∞

The wavelet ψ0 must have zero average and decay
quickly at both ends.56 The scaled and shifted versions of φ0 and ψ0 are given by
φj,k (n) = 2−j/2 φ0 (2−j n − k),
ψj,k (n) = 2−j/2 ψ0 (2−j n − k),

j, k ∈ Z,

where j and k are the scaling (dilation) and the
shifting (translation) index, respectively. Diﬀerent
value of j corresponds to analyzing a diﬀerent
resolution level of the signal. One popular technique used to perform the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is the multiresolution analysis (MRA).
The procedure of performing MRA is detailed as
follows:56

191



dx (j, k)ψj,k (n).

k

(3) Repeat steps (1) and (2) for the (j + 1)th resolution level, using the signal approximation SAj
obtained in step (2) as the input signal.
Let the maximum scale resolution level chosen for
analysis be J. The signal can be reconstructed using
the following equation:56
x(n) = SAJ +

J


SD j =

j=1

+

J 




ax (J, k)φJ,k (n)

k

dx (j, k)ψj,k (n).

(11)

j=1 k

The ﬁrst term represents the approximation at
level J, and the second term represents the
details at resolution level J and lower. MRA builds
a pyramidal structure that requires an iterative
application of the scaling and the wavelet functions,
respectively. This is schematically shown in Fig. 2.
To make the above procedure more concrete, let
us take the Haar wavelet as an example. The scaling
function and the mother wavelet of the Haar wavelet
are deﬁned as
1, 0 ≤ n < 1,
φ0 (n) =
0, elsewhere.

0 ≤ n < 1/2,

 1,
ψ0 (n) = −1, 1/2 ≤ n < 1,

 0,
elsewhere.

(1) At the j = 1th resolution, for each k =
0, 1, 2, . . . , compute the approximation coefﬁcient ax (j, k) and the detailed coeﬃcient
dx (j, k) according to the following formulae:

x(n)φj,k (n)
ax (j, k) =

Signal

SA1

SD1

n

=



x(n)2−j/2 φ0 (2−j n − k)

SA2

SD2

n

dx (j, k) =



x(n)ψj,k (n)

n

=


n

x(n)2−j/2 ψ0 (2−j n − k).

SA3

SD3

SA: Signal Approximation
SD: Signal Detail

Fig. 2 Pyramidal structure of the output of wavelet multiresolution analysis.
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The scaling function φ0 (n) and the mother wavelet ψ0 (n) of the Haar wavelet.

They are shown in Fig. 3. We consider the signal
x(n) consisting of noisy blocks, as shown in Fig. 4a.
The signal approximations and details at resolution
levels 1 through 3 are shown in Figs. 4b, 4d and 4f
(left column) and Figs. 4c, 4e and 4g (right column),
respectively. We have
x(n) = SA1 + SD1 = SA2 + SD2 + SD1
= SA3 + SD3 + SD2 + SD1 .
Let

v(n) =

nj
1 
|dx (j, k)|2 ,
Γ(j) =
nj

n

[u(i) − ū],

n = 1, 2, . . . .

(13)

i=1

The diﬀerenced data w(n) is deﬁned as

k=1

where nj is the number of coeﬃcients at level j,
then the Hurst parameter is given by
log2 Γ(j) = (2H − 1)j + c0 ,

treated as a random-walk-type process or as an
increment process. For this reason, we analyze three
types of data, the original data, the integrated data,
and the diﬀerenced data. Let us denote the original
sea clutter amplitude data by u(n), n = 1, 2, . . ..
The integrated data v(n) is obtained by ﬁrst removing the mean value ū and then forming the partial
summation,

(12)

where c0 is some constant. When log2 Γ(j) versus
the scale j curve is approximately linear for certain
range of j, the process x(t) is said to be fractal, with
slope being 2H − 1. In particular, a ﬂat horizontal
line corresponds to H = 1/2.
Recalling that when applying FA or DFA, one
works on a random-walk-type process. When one
employs the wavelet-based fractal scaling analysis,
one works on the original time series. When this
is the case, the Hurst parameters estimated by the
three methods would be consistent. However, if one
also applies the wavelet-based fractal scaling analysis to the random walk process, then the estimated scaling exponent would be H + 1, where H is
obtained by either FA or DFA (when they are equivalent). This point will be made clearer in Sec. 4.

4. FRACTAL SCALING
ANALYSES OF SEA CLUTTER
Given a measured sea clutter data, one does not
know a priori whether the original data should be

w(n) = u(n + 1) − u(n),

n = 1, 2, . . . .

(14)

We ﬁrst discuss FA of these three types of data.

4.1. Fluctuation Analysis of Sea
Clutter
For notational clarity, we re-denote F (m) in Eq. (9)
by F(u) (m), F(v) (m), or F(w) (m), depending on
whether FA is applied to the u(n), v(n), or w(n)
time series.

4.1.1. Analysis of original sea clutter data
Let us apply FA to the original sea clutter amplitude data u(n) ﬁrst. We can directly apply Eq. (9)
by replacing y(n) by the sea clutter data u(n). Representative results of log2 F(u) (m) versus log2 m for
the 14 range bins of one measurement are shown
in Fig. 5a, where the curves denoted by open circles are for data with the target, while the curves
denoted by asterisks are for data without the target. We observe the curves are fairly linear in the
range of m = 24 to about m = 212 . They correspond to the time scale range of about 0.01 seconds
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Fig. 4 (a) The input signal x(n), (b, d, f ) and (c, e, g) are the signal approximations and the signal details at resolution
levels 1 through 3, respectively. x(n) = SA1 + SD 1 = SA2 + SD 2 + SD 1 = SA3 + SD 3 + SD 2 + SD 1 .

to 4 seconds, since the sampling frequency of the
sea clutter data is 1000 Hz. Thus in this time scale
range the sea clutter data can be classiﬁed as fractal. The H parameter of each curve is estimated
by ﬁtting a straight line to the log2 F(u) (m) versus
log2 m curve in the range of m = 24 to m = 212 . The
estimated parameter is explicitly shown in Fig. 5b.
We notice that the H parameters of the curves for
the data with the target are much larger than those
for the data without the target. It turns out this is
a generic feature for all the measurements.
What is the physical signiﬁcance of the two time
scales, one about 0.01 seconds and the other around
a few seconds, identiﬁed in FA? We observe that
for time scale up to 0.01 seconds, the amplitude
waveform of sea clutter is fairly smooth, as can

be evidently seen from Fig. 6. The time scale of
a few seconds may correspond to how fast the wave
pattern on the sea surface changes. These time
scales may vary slightly with sea and weather conditions. Interestingly, these two time scales have been
explicitly accounted for by the compound-Gaussian
model,57 where the time scale of a few seconds is
considered as the decorrelation time of the texture.
FA suggests that the sea clutter data is a type of
1/f α noise for the time scale range of around 0.01
seconds to a few seconds. It is interesting to estimate the PSD of sea clutter data to check whether it
indeed decays as a power-law in the frequency range
corresponding to the time scale range identiﬁed, and
if yes, to check whether the relation of α = 2H + 1
holds.
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Fig. 5 The left column (a, c, e) shows the results by FA (log2 F (m) vs. log2 m) for the 14 range bins for the original sea
clutter data u(n), the integrated data v(n), and the diﬀerenced data w(n), respectively. The corresponding H values are shown
in (b, d, f ). Open circles denote bins with target, while * denote bins without target. This rule applies to all other ﬁgures.

(a)

Fig. 6

(b)

Two short segments of the sea clutter amplitude data.

We have systematically estimated the PSD from
all the sea clutter data. Two representative PSD
curves are shown in Fig. 7 in log-log scale. The
dashed straight lines in Fig. 7 are in the frequency

range of 1 to 100 Hz, which corresponds to the time
scale range of around 0.01 seconds to a few seconds. Those two straight lines are obtained by the
least-squares ﬁt to the PSD curves in that frequency
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the histograms completely separate for the HH
datasets. This means the detection accuracy can
be 100%. The accuracy for the VV datasets is also
very good, except for two measurements. Interestingly, those measurements correspond to the two
HH measurements with the smallest H values. We
suspect there might be some kind of experimental
error in those two measurements.
Before proceeding, we make a comment. If one
tries to estimate H from other intervals of time by
using maximum likelihood estimation, then H fails
to detect targets within sea clutter. This makes it
clear that characterization of fractal scaling break
is among the most important when detecting patterns using fractal theory. This feature is particularly important in practice, since experimental data
is ﬁnite, and therefore, may not conﬁrm to ideal
mathematical deﬁnition of fractal processes with
long range correlations.
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Fig. 7 (a) and (b) show the PSD of the two sea clutter
data shown in Figs. 1a and 1b, respectively.

range. The slopes are 1.14 and 1.72, which are
equivalent to H = 0.07 and 0.36. The Hurst parameters for the same datasets estimated by FA are
0.07 and 0.37. Hence, FA and spectral analysis are
very consistent. It is worth noting, though, that it
is not easy to identify the scaling range by spectral
analysis alone.
Next, let us examine if a robust detector for
detecting targets within sea clutter can be developed based on H estimated in the time scale
range of 0.01 seconds to a few seconds identiﬁed.
We have systematically studied 392 time series of
the sea clutter data measured under various sea
and weather conditions. To better appreciate the
detection performance, we have ﬁrst only focused on
primary target bins, but omitted those secondary
target bins, since sometimes it is hard to determine whether a secondary target bin really hits
a target or not. After omitting those secondary
target range bins, the histograms (equivalent to
pdfs) for the H parameter under the two hypotheses (the bins without targets and those with primary targets) for HH and VV datasets are shown
in Figs. 8a and 8b, respectively. We observe that

4.1.2. Analysis of the integrated data
Now we apply FA to the data v(n) obtained by integrating u(n). A typical result of log2 F(v) (m) versus
log2 m is shown in Fig. 5c and the H values (estimated by ﬁtting a straight line to log2 F(v) (m) versus log2 m in the range of m = 24 to m = 212 ) for
the 14 range bins shown in Fig. 5d. From Fig. 5c,
one would conclude that the data have excellent
fractal scaling behavior. However, this is an illusion due to the large y-axis range in the ﬁgure.
This point will be further discussed in Sec. 5. While
the variation of H versus the range-bin number
still indicates which bins hit the target, overall,
the H values are very close to 1. Because of this,
FA-based fractal scaling analysis becomes ineﬀective for the purpose of distinguishing sea clutter
data with and without targets. This can be readily
seen from Figs. 8c and 8d, where we observe that
the histogram for the H parameters for the data
without targets signiﬁcantly overlaps with that for
the data with primary targets for both HH and VV
datasets.
Let us explain why FA may fail for detecting targets within sea clutter. This lies in the observation
that the largest Hurst parameter given by FA is 1.
To explain this idea, let us assume y(n) ∼ nβ , β > 1.
Then |y(n + m) − y(n)|2  = [(n + m)β − nβ ]2  is
dominated by the terms with large n. When this is
the case, (n+m)β = [n(1+m/n)]β ≈ nβ [1+βm/n].
One then sees that |y(n + m) − y(n)|2  ∼ m2 , i.e.
H = 1. We call this the saturation phenomenon
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Fig. 8 The left column (a, c, e) shows the results by FA (histograms of the bins without targets and those with primary
targets of HH datasets) for u(n), v(n) and w(n), respectively. The histograms of VV datasets are shown in (b, d, f ). Open
boxes denote the range bins without targets, while solid black boxes denote the bins with primary targets. This rule applies
to all other ﬁgures.

associated with FA. An important implication of
this discussion is that whenever one observes a
Hurst parameter very close to 1, one has to be
alerted that it may be advantageous to re-do the
analysis by treating the original time series as a
“random walk” process instead of an “increment”
process. In other words, apply FA on the original
data instead of the integrated data. It should be
noted that one can similarly prove that H estimated
by FA cannot be negative.

4.1.3. Analysis of the diﬀerenced data
We now apply FA to the data w(n) obtained by
diﬀerencing u(n). A representative result of

log2 F(w) (m) versus log2 m for one single measurement is shown in Fig. 5e and the variation of H
versus the range-bin number shown in Fig. 5f. We
observe that all the curves are almost ﬂat in the
range of about m = 24 to m = 216 , thus the
H values for the 14 range bins are all very close
to 0. Since the diﬀerence between the H parameters for the range bins with and without the target
is very small, FA-based fractal scaling analysis again
becomes ineﬀective for the purpose of detecting targets within sea clutter data. This can be readily
appreciated from Figs. 8e and 8f, where we observe
that for both HH and VV datasets, the histograms
of the H parameters for the sea clutter data with
and without targets signiﬁcantly overlap.
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4.1.4. Brief summary

4.2.2. Analysis of the integrated data

It is evident from the above analyses that the sea
clutter data should be treated as a random-walktype process. Realizing this, one can then readily
develop a method for detecting targets from sea
clutter radar returns.

Let us now apply DFA to the data v(n) obtained
by integrating u(n). Figure 9c shows a representative example of log2 Fd(v) (m) versus log2 m for one
single measurement, where the curves denoted by
open circles are for data with the target, while the
curves denoted by asterisks are for data without
the target. As will be discussed in Sec. 5, the seemingly good fractal scaling behavior is also an illusion. The H value for each curve is estimated by
ﬁtting a straight line to log2 Fd(v) (m) versus log2 m
in the range of m = 24 to m = 212 . The variation of
H versus the range-bin number for the 14 range bins
is shown in Fig. 9d. We observe that the H value
can be used for separating sea clutter data with and
without the target.
Comparing Figs. 9b and 9d, one notices that the
H values estimated from u(n) and v(n) time series
diﬀer by around 1. How may we understand this
feature? Notice that when the process u(n) has a
PSD of the form 1/f α , where α = 2H + 1, 0 <
H < 1, then the integrated process v(n) has a
PSD of the form 1/f α+2 . If we still have α + 2 =
2H ∗ + 1, then H ∗ = H + 1. Therefore, when DFA
is used, the relation of α = 2H + 1 holds regardless of whether H being larger than 1 or not.52
We thus have an interesting observation that DFA
can overcome the saturation problem associated
with FA.
We have also examined the performance of target
detection within 392 time series of the sea clutter
data measured under various sea and weather conditions. Our analysis shows that this method is very
eﬀective for distinguishing sea clutter data with and
without targets. This can be evidently seen from
Fig. 10c, where we observe that the histograms of
H for the sea clutter data with and without targets for HH datasets are completely separated. In
fact, the separation is larger than that revealed by
FA. The detection accuracy for VV datasets is also
very good, except for two measurements, as shown
in Fig. 10d. Again, those VV measurements correspond to the two VV measurements where FA is
not very eﬀective either.
It is worth pointing out that if one tries to estimate H from other intervals of time, then DFA
fails to detect targets within sea clutter, either
u(n) or v(n) data. This very fact again shows
that fractal scaling break is at least as important
as fractal scaling behavior for pattern recognition
purposes.

4.2. Detrended Fluctuation Analysis
of Sea Clutter
Let us now discuss DFA of sea clutter. We also redenote Fd (m) in Eq. (10) by Fd(u) (m), Fd(v) (m), or
Fd(w) (m), depending on whether DFA is applied to
the u(n), v(n), or w(n) time series.

4.2.1. Analysis of original sea clutter data
Let us start with applying DFA to the original sea
clutter amplitude data u(n). We analyze the same
measurement that has been studied by FA earlier. Representative results of log2 Fd(u) (m) versus
log2 m for the 14 range bins are shown in Fig. 9a.
We observe that the curves for data with and without the target are all very similar to those obtained
by FA. We also identify the two time scales, one
about 0.01 seconds and the other around a few seconds. Again we notice that the H values for the data
with the target are much larger than those for the
data without the target. This is explicitly shown in
Fig. 9b. It turns out that this feature is also generically true for all the measurements.
Since the diﬀerence between the results given by
DFA and FA is very minor when the original sea
clutter data u(n) is considered, we thus conclude
that the sea clutter data does not contain any signiﬁcant trends, especially linear.
Let us now carefully examine if the H parameter estimated by DFA can be developed into a
robust target detector within sea clutter. We have
also systematically studied 392 time series of the
sea clutter data measured under various sea and
weather conditions, by focusing on bins with primary targets. The histograms for H under each
hypothesis (the bins without targets and those with
primary targets) for HH and VV datasets are shown
in Figs. 10a and 10b, respectively. We observe
that the detection accuracy for both HH and VV
datasets is very high, except for two measurements.
Interestingly, those measurements correspond to the
two measurements where FA works on the HH but
fails in the VV measurements.
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Fig. 9 The left column (a, c, e) shows the results by DFA (log2 F (m) vs. log2 m) for the 14 range bins for u(n), v(n) and
w(n), respectively. The corresponding H values are shown in (b, d, f ).

4.2.3. Analysis of the diﬀerenced data
Finally, we apply DFA to the data w(n) obtained
by diﬀerencing u(n). A representative result of
log2 F(w) (m) versus log2 m for one single measurement is shown in Fig. 9e and the variation of H versus the range-bin numbers shown in Fig. 9f. Similar
to the results obtained by applying FA to the w(n)
time series, we observe from Fig. 9e that the curves
for the sea clutter data with and without the target
are all ﬂat in the range of m = 24 to m = 216 , thus
the H values for the 14 range bins are all very close
to 0, and this is explicitly shown in Fig. 9f. Since
the diﬀerence between the H values for the sea clutter data with and without the target is very minor,
DFA-based fractal scaling analysis fails for the purpose of distinguishing sea clutter data with targets

from those without targets. This can be readily seen
from Figs. 10e and 10f, where the histograms for the
H parameter under the two hypotheses (the range
bins without targets and those with primary targets) for HH and VV datasets are shown, respectively. We observe that the histogram for the data
with primary targets signiﬁcantly overlaps with
that for the data without targets. The reason is of
course that all the H values are very close to 0.

4.2.4. Brief summary
Our DFA of sea clutter clearly indicates that two
robust detectors, with accuracy close to 100%, can
be readily developed by applying DFA to the original data and the integrated data.
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Fig. 10 The left column (a, c, e) shows the results by DFA (histograms of the bins without and with targets for HH
datasets) for u(n), v(n) and w(n), respectively. The histograms for VV datasets are shown in (b, d, f ).

4.3. Wavelet-Based Fractal Scaling
Analysis of Sea Clutter
Let us now apply the wavelet-based fractal scaling analysis to the three types of data, the original sea clutter data u(n), the data v(n) obtained
by integrating u(n) and the data w(n) obtained
by diﬀerencing u(n). Again, for notational clarity,
we re-denote Γ(j) by Γ(u) (j), Γ(v) (j), or Γ(w) (j),
depending on whether the wavelet-based fractal
scaling analysis is applied to the u(n), v(n), or w(n)
time series. Representative results for log2 Γ(j) versus j curves for the three types of data are shown in
Figs. 11a, 11c and 11e, while the H values for the
three types of data are shown in Figs. 11b, 11d and
11f, respectively. For the purpose of comparing with

FA and DFA, we focus on the time scale range from
about 0.01 seconds to a few seconds. It is obvious
from Figs. 11b, 11d and 11f that the H values estimated by the wavelet-based fractal scaling analysis
can separate the sea clutter data with and without
targets very well, no matter which type of data is
considered.
Let us now understand the meanings of these
computations. We have noted that the H value estimated by applying the wavelet-based fractal scaling analysis to the increment process w(n) should
be consistent with that obtained by applying either
FA or DFA to the random-walk-type process u(n).
Comparing Fig. 11f with Figs. 5b and 9b, we see
that this is indeed the case, except an interesting
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Fig. 11 The left column (a, c, e) shows the results by the wavelet-based fractal scaling analysis (log 2 F (m) vs. log2 m) for
the 14 range bins for u(n), v(n) and w(n), respectively. The corresponding H values are shown in (b, d, f ).

feature from the wavelet-based method: the estimated H values can be negative. This feature
can be viewed as an improvement of the waveletbased method over both FA and DFA: the H values estimated by the latter two methods have to
be non-negative, regardless of the process under
investigation.
Interestingly, the H parameters calculated from
v(n), u(n) and w(n) time series diﬀer by around 1
in turn. This is understandable, noticing that v(n)
is the “random walk” process of u(n), while u(n) is
the “random walk” process of w(n). When the process u(n) has a power-law PSD of the form 1/f α ,

this means the PSD for w(n) and v(n) has the form
1/f α−2 and 1/f α+2 , respectively. The fact that the
estimated H diﬀers by around 1 indicates that the
relation of α = 2H + 1 holds without any constraint
on the admissible range of α or H.
Finally, we examine the performance of target
detection within 392 time series of the sea clutter
data measured under various sea and weather conditions. The results are summarized in Figs. 12a
to 12f. Since the histograms of the H parameter
for the sea clutter data with and without targets
for HH datasets are completely separated, we conclude that the wavelet-based fractal scaling analysis
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Fig. 12 The left column (a, c, e) shows the results by the wavelet-based fractal scaling analysis (histograms of the bins
without and with targets for HH datasets) for u(n), v(n) and w(n), respectively. The histograms for VV datasets are shown
in (b, d, f ).

is very eﬀective in detecting targets within sea clutter data, regardless of which process is analyzed.
The detection accuracy for VV datasets is also very
good, except for two measurements, as shown in
Figs. 12b, 12d and 12f.
It is interesting to make comparisons about the
performance of target detection by applying FA to
u(n), DFA to u(n), and the wavelet-based fractal
scaling analysis to the w(n) data. By comparing
Figs. 8a, 8b, 10a, 10b and 12e, 12f, we observe
that the sea clutter data with and without targets can be best separated by the wavelet-based
approach, especially for the HH datasets, since the
gap between the histograms of H for the range

bins with primary targets and those without targets is the biggest. The detection accuracy of the
FA-based fractal scaling analysis is also as high as
100%, since the histograms for the sea clutter data
with and without targets are completely separated
for the HH datasets. The detection performance of
the DFA-based fractal scaling analysis is also very
good, except for two measurements.
Why does the wavelet-based approach give the
best detection performance? This is because the H
values estimated by the wavelet-based approach can
be negative, while those estimated by both FA and
DFA have to be non-negative. Thus the diﬀerence
between H values for the sea clutter data with and
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5. CONCLUSION AND
DISCUSSIONS
In this paper, we have examined three types of fractal scaling analyses, FA, DFA, and the waveletbased, for detecting small low observable targets
within sea clutter. We have applied these methods
to analyze three types of data, the measured sea
clutter amplitude data u(n), the data v(n) obtained
by integrating u(n), and the data w(n) obtained
by diﬀerencing u(n). We ﬁnd that sea clutter data
exhibit fractal behaviors in the time scale range of
about 0.01 seconds to around a few seconds. By
systematically studying 392 sea clutter time series
measured under various sea and weather conditions,
we ﬁnd very eﬀective methods for detecting targets within sea clutter by applying FA to u(n),
DFA to both u(n) and v(n), and the wavelet-based
approach to all three types of data. Based on the
limited data available to us, the accuracy of these
detectors is found to be close to 100%.
We emphasize that the fractal scaling behavior
identiﬁed from sea clutter data is only valid within
the time scale range of about 0.01 seconds and a
few seconds. By applying FA or DFA to u(n), and
the wavelet-based approach to both u(n) and w(n),
one can readily identify these two time scales. When
applying the three methods to v(n) (Figs. 5c, 9c and
11c), one might think that sea clutter data have
excellent fractal scaling behavior over the entire
range of time. However, this is an illusion due to
the large y-axis range in the ﬁgures. To better see
this, as an example, we reduce the y-axis range by
plotting log2 [Fd(v) (m)/m] versus log2 m, as shown
in Fig. 13 (corresponding to Fig. 9c). Now it is clear
that the curves for sea clutter data without target
change abruptly around m = 24 and m = 212 , which
correspond to the time scale range of about 0.01
seconds and 4 seconds. We have pointed out that
the two time scales have speciﬁc physical meanings:
below 0.01 seconds, the data is fairly smooth, hence
cannot be fractal; above a few seconds, the wave
pattern on the sea surface may change, hence, the
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without targets is best represented by the waveletbased approach.
We also compare the performance of target detection by applying DFA to v(n) and the wavelet-based
approach to u(n). By comparing Figs. 10c, 10d with
12a, 12b, we observe that the detection performance
is very similar for the two methods (the waveletbased approach is slightly better).
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Fig. 13 The log2 [Fd(v) (m)/m] vs. log2 m curves for the 14
range bins for v(n) using DFA.

data may change to a diﬀerent behavior (possibly
another type of fractal). With the available length
of the data (about 2 minutes), the latter cannot
be resolved, however. It is possible that these time
scales may slightly change with sea and weather
conditions.
We have mentioned that if one tries to estimate H
from other intervals of time, then H fails to detect
targets within sea clutter. This very fact makes it
clear that fractal scaling break is at least as important as fractal scaling behavior for pattern recognition purposes. This feature is particularly important in practice, since experimental data is ﬁnite,
and therefore, may not conform to ideal mathematical deﬁnition of fractal processes with long range
correlations.
To facilitate application of these methods in
practice, we emphasize that FA gives 0 ≤ H ≤
1, DFA gives 0 ≤ H, while the wavelet-based
method gives an estimated H that can not only be
larger than 1, but also be negative. Therefore, the
wavelet-based method appears the easiest to use in
practice. Finally, readers interested in these methods are strongly encouraged to contact the authors
to obtain the codes.
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